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Abstract. Selecting data sources is a crucial step in providing a useful 
information base to support decision-makers. While any data source can 
represent a potential added value in decision making, it's integration always 
implies a representative effort. For decision-makers, data sources must contain 
relevant information in an appropriate scope. The data scientist must assess 
whether the integration of the data sources is technically possible and how much 
effort is required. Therefore, a taxonomy was developed to identify the relevant 
data sources for the decision-maker and minimize the data integration effort. The 
taxonomy was developed and evaluated with real data sources and six companies 
from different industries. The final taxonomy consists of sixteen dimensions that 
support the data scientist and decision-maker in selecting data sources for the big 
data integration process. An efficient and effective big data integration process 
can be carried out with a minimum of data sources to be integrated. 
Keywords: Data Source Selection, Big Data Integration, Taxonomy, Record 
Linkage, Data Science 
1 Introduction 
More and more information about real-world entities is digitized and stored in 
databases. This information can be company-related information such as new product 
releases, company acquisitions, patent applications, or person-related information such 
as their employer, published papers, or which competences they have. Many of this 
information is available in various internal and external databases. These data sources 
with complementary, additional, or different valuable information are rarely combined, 
which is why they can be called data silos [1]. There is often a lack of information about 
the existence and a lack of transparency about the content of the data sources [1]. The 
reduction of data silos leads to an increase in information value when several data 
sources are combined [2]. Decision-makers in companies and research need this added 
information value from combined data sources to make a decision that results in a 
successful action. This sequence can be described by the big data information value 
chain [3]. It describes the sequence of (1) data, to (2) information, to (3) knowledge, 
which is used in a (4) decision, and results in an (5) action. It is crucial to select the data 
 
 
sources with the required information that is relevant for the decision-making. Since 
the required information can be located in different data sources, they must first be 
integrated. The data integration aims to enable uniform access to data, which are located 
in several independent data sources [2]. The Big Data Integration (BDI) technical 
challenges such as semantic, syntactic, and technical heterogeneity between data 
sources must be overcome to enable data integration [2, 4]. Fig. 1 shows the BDI 
process extended by the process step of data source selection. First, the relevant external 
and internal data sources must be selected. Then the process steps schema matching, 
record linkage, and data fusion must be completed to finally obtain the integrated data 
source [2, 5]. 
 
Figure 1. Extended big data integration process to include data source selection [6] 
The integrated database is used to develop a data product that supports business 
decisions. The data product can be a descriptive, predictive, or prescriptive analysis 
result. The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) is widely 
used to develop a data product [6, 7]. In the first CRISP-DM phases business and data 
understanding, the data product's goal is defined, and the data sources are selected.  
These tasks are often performed by data scientists and decision-makers from the 
respective application departments, such as marketing or sales. 
With the available number of data sources, there is often the problem that neither the 
data scientist nor the decision-maker is aware of all of them. The decision-maker cannot 
judge which data source contains the relevant information. The data scientist cannot 
estimate the technical effort required to receive and integrate the data sources. It is 
generally difficult to track the number of data sources, compare them with each other 
from the point of view of the data scientist and the decision-maker, and ultimately select 
the most suitable ones. The selection of data sources is a crucial task for carrying out 
an efficient and effective BDI process [4]. The goal should be to integrate as few data 
sources as possible to obtain the most appropriate information base. Because the more 
data sources have to be integrated, the more complex the BDI process is. At this point, 
the following research question arises, which is to be answered in this paper: “How can 
the data source selection be supported in the big data integration process?”  To answer 
the research question, we used the qualitative research method to develop a taxonomy 
by Nickerson et al. [8]. Our research approach is inductive, since we obtain generalizing 
insights from concrete data sources and domain knowledge. The paper is structured as 
follows. In section 0 the theoretical background is presented. In section 2 the 
development and evaluation of the taxonomy is described. The final taxonomy is 
 
 
described in section 3. Afterwards, the use of the taxonomy is described in section 4. 
Finally, a summary and future research directions are presented in section 5. 
Background 
Many research papers exist along the BDI process. The literature review of Kruse et 
al. [9] describes the current state of research in the field of entity linking and record 
linkage. Entity linking tries to extract relevant entities such as persons or companies 
from unstructured texts. Record linkage identifies records that refer to the same real-
world entity, such as a person or a company. Furthermore, there are record linkage 
systems like Magellan1 or the framework BigGorilla2, which are technically supporting 
the complete BDI process [10–12]. All these papers focus only on the three process 
steps schema matching, record linkage, and data fusion. 
We conducted a literature search for the relevant topics data source selection and 
creation of taxonomies to describe data sources. The relevant research papers from 
both areas are presented below. 
Data source selection research: For the data source selection in the context of big 
data, papers such as that of Safhi et al. [13] exist. This paper develops an algorithm to 
identify the subset of relevant and reliable sources with the lowest cost from an existing 
set of data sources [13]. A prerequisite for the procedure is that all data sources are 
available and accessible to calculate the developed metrics. Safhi et al. [13] summarize 
the problem of data source selection as a compromise between the contribution of the 
source, its quality, and the associated costs. 
Assaf et al. [14] developed a framework for assessing the quality of Linked Open 
Data. They developed a tool that profiles the data sources and evaluates them based on 
objectively measurable indicators. Nevertheless, the reference to the BDI process is 
missing in this paper. 
Lin et al. [4] develop an algorithm for the evaluation of data quality. The algorithm 
calculates the number of expected correct values per attribute for a data source (truth 
discovery). With this single criterion, the data sources with the truest attributes can be 
selected [4]. The procedure requires full access to the data source to execute the 
algorithms. It also targets only the truth content criterion and helps to select the data 
sources with the highest truth content. A reference to the BDI process is missing. 
Dong et al. [15] aim to support the selection of data sources before the BDI process 
starts so that the quality of the data and the data integration effort can be balanced. 
However, first, the authors focus on the last step of the BDI process, the data fusion, in 
which the conflicts of the already integrated data sources must be solved [15]. Building 
on this, Rekatsinas et al. [16] go further into detail by extending the approach of Dong 
et al. [15] for changing data sources. 
Data source taxonomy research: There also exists research work to classify data 
sources with the help of a taxonomy. In the paper of Zrenner et al. [17] a data source 






taxonomy goal is to increase the knowledge of practitioners and researchers about data 
sources for supply chain network structures. According to Zrenner et al. [17], the 
taxonomy should support the initial data source selection. However, the taxonomy is 
limited to supply chain data sources and does not reference the BDI process. 
Li et al. [18] present a rule-based taxonomy of dirty data. The taxonomy is designed 
to support companies in better monitoring, analyzing, and cleansing dirty data. The 
authors present a method to solve the problem of dirty data selection, since often not 
all data cleansing procedures can be performed due to limited computing capacity [18]. 
This taxonomy focuses on the support of the general data preparation and not the BDI 
process. 
Roeder et al. [19] present a taxonomy to classify the heterogeneity of data sources 
and help researchers and professionals explore data sources. The authors consider the 
5V definition of big data (volume, velocity, variety, value, and veracity) when 
developing the taxonomy. However, the value and the veracity of the data sources are 
not taken into account. From the author's perspective, the added value of the data is 
challenging to measure objectively [19]. The taxonomy is evaluated by applying it to 
five other data sources. The paper lacks an evaluation with practitioners or researchers 
who were not involved in taxonomy development [19]. 
The presented papers show that research in the areas is conducted separately. No 
paper considers the creation of a taxonomy for data source selection. Also, no paper in 
both areas consider the BDI process. This research gap is investigated in our paper. 
2 Development process of the Data Source Taxonomy 
The classification of objects of a domain into a taxonomy is a problem in many 
disciplines, such as information systems research. A taxonomy supports structuring and 
organizing knowledge of a defined domain. A taxonomy enables researchers to describe 
and investigate the relationships between the concepts captured in the taxonomy. 
Taxonomies as structure-giving artifacts play a key role in the exploration of new fields 
of research in Information Systems (IS) [8, 20]. A taxonomy T is defined as a set of n 
dimensions. Each of these dimensions contains mutually exclusive and overall 
complete characteristics [8]. Nickerson et al. [8] define that only one characteristic from 
each dimension may be assigned to an object [8, 19]. The taxonomy we have created 
allows for multiple selections of characteristics to increase the taxonomy's usefulness. 
For the development of a taxonomy Nickerson et al. [8] have developed a widely 
used process. The process supports researchers in developing a taxonomy [8]. The 
process is shown in Fig. 2 and is described in the next section. 
2.1 Development of the taxonomy 
In the first process step, determine meta-characteristics, the goal of the taxonomy 
should be defined. Based on the defined goal, the dimensions and characteristics can 
be determined in a targeted manner. Nickerson et al. [8] recommend deriving the goal 
from the potential users and the related use cases of the taxonomy [8]. 
 
 
Meta-characteristic: The taxonomy is intended to support a data scientist and a 
decision-maker in selecting data sources in the BDI process. The content of the data 
source should be described to estimate the added value of the information. Also, 
technical characteristics should be described in order to be able to estimate the 
possibilities and the effort required for data integration. 
 
Figure 2. Taxonomy development method [21] 
In the second process step, determine ending conditions, objective and subjective 
ending conditions for the process are defined. These ending conditions are necessary to 
stop the iterative process [8]. This paper adopts the eight objective and five subjective 
ending conditions proposed by Nickerson et al. [8] (see table 1). After each iteration, 
the ending conditions are checked (process step 7 ending conditions met?). The process 
stops when all conditions are met. 
The iterative process begins in step three choose approach. In this process step, a 
decision is made between the empirical-to-conceptual and the conceptual-to-empirical 
approach. The choice of the approach is determined by the domain knowledge and the 
available objects. In our taxonomy development process, the data sources represent the 
objects. 
The conceptual-to-empirical approach is recommended if a few data sources, but 
significant domain knowledge is available. The empirical-to-conceptual approach is 
recommended if little domain knowledge but many data sources are available [8, 19]. 
For the first iteration, we could decide between both approaches since the authors 
have domain knowledge and six relevant data sources. We decided to use the 
conceptual-to-empirical approach in the first iteration. 
For this purpose, the dimensions and characteristics are first derived from existing 




For the initial creation of the taxonomy, we refer to the paper by Zrenner et al. [17], 
who developed a data source taxonomy for the field of supply chain management 
without reference to the BDI process. Their created taxonomy was first generalized so 
that the taxonomy can be used for any application area.  
 Table 1. Final conditions fulfilled per iteration of the taxonomy development [8] 
Iteration Ending Condition 
1 2 3  Objective condition   
x All relevant objects have been examined 
x x x No merge or split of objects  
x x Each characteristic of each dimension was selected by one object   
x No new dimension or characteristic was added 
  x No dimension was merged or split 
x x x Every dimension is unique 
x x x Every characteristic is unique within its dimension 
x x x Each combination of characteristics is unique and is not repeated 
   Subjective condition 
 x x Concise: Meaningful without being unwieldy or overwhelming 
 x x Robust: Significant and informative characteristics 
  x Comprehensive: All objects or a sample of objects can be classified 
x x x Extendible: Dimensions and characteristics can be easily added 
x x x Explanatory:  The dimensions and characteristics explain the objects 
 
The information quality of the data sources is crucial for the selection for integration 
[2]. Therefore, we take into account the widely used 15 information quality (IQ) 
dimensions of Wang et al. [21]. The IQ dimensions are divided into the superordinate 
categories, (1) intrinsic data quality, (2) contextual data quality, (3) representational 
data quality, and (4) accessibility data quality. The criteria give an overview of relevant 
evaluation dimensions of data sources [21], which are valid until today.  
Furthermore, the taxonomy of Roeder et al. [19] is included in the development in 
order to consider the 5V (volume, velocity, variety, value, and veracity) of big data in 
the development of the taxonomy. In contrast to Roeder et al. [19], we objectively 
describe the value of a data source with our taxonomy. We will also try to describe the 
veracity property of big data objectively to a certain extent. The trustworthiness of a 
data source is a difficult criterion to measure. We think that this can only be reliably 
estimated by working with the data and independently checking the data and that only 
a rough tendency can be made when selecting data sources that have not yet been 
worked with in detail. In the next process step, 5c examine objects for these 
characteristics and dimensions, the data source of the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office (USPTO)3 was applied to the taxonomy. Then the process step 6c 
create(revise) taxonomy was performed and it was determined that not all ending 





empirical-to-conceptual method. First, in step 4c identify (new) subset of objects we 
used the data sources OpenCorporates4, Crunchbase Open Data Map5, Crunchbase 
2013 Snapshot6 and Level-1 dataset from the Global Legal Entity Identifier (GLEIF) 
Foundation7.  
With these data sources, the taxonomy was further developed in the process steps 5e 
identify common characteristics and group objects and 6e group characteristics into 
dimensions to create (revise) taxonomy. Even after the second iteration, not all ending 
conditions were fulfilled. The third iteration was performed with the empirical-to-
conceptual method. The data sources upcitemdb8 and a dataset of the Enigma platform9 
were used for further development. After the third iteration, all final conditions were 
met and the taxonomy development process was finished. 
2.2 Evaluation of the taxonomy 
The iterative taxonomy development process and the subjective and objective ending 
conditions lead to an ex-ante evaluation [20]. The main goal of a taxonomy is to be 
useful and suitable for the defined use case (meta-characteristics). Since usefulness is 
a criterion that is difficult to measure, the taxonomy should be presented to and used 
by the addressed target group [8, 20]. The target group consists of data scientists and 
decision-makers in our case. 
Szopinski et al. [20] presents a framework for the ex-post evaluation of a taxonomy, 
which is applied in this paper. The framework is divided into the following three 
sections. 
1. Who, subject of evaluation? The evaluation of a taxonomy can be performed by 
persons who have already been involved in the development of the taxonomy or who 
are new to the research project for evaluation. These persons can be researchers or 
practitioners [20]. For the evaluation, we were able to draw on researchers from the 
University of Oldenburg and Goettingen (see table 2), who are experienced in both the 
development of a taxonomy and the selection of data sources. Furthermore, we were 
able to win over data scientists and decision-makers from different sectors like 
automotive OEM, software development, photo and online print service, energy utility, 
energy sales, and financial services to evaluate the taxonomy. With this evaluation 
partners, the target group of the taxonomy is covered. 
2. What, object of evaluation? The evaluation can be performed directly with data 
sources (objects) or indirectly with papers reporting on data sources (research on the 
objects). Therefore data sources can be used, which have already been used for the 
development of the taxonomy or completely new data sources [20]. The evaluation in 
 
4 https://opencorporates.com/ 
5 Powered by Crunchbase: https://data.crunchbase.com/docs/open-data-map 








this paper was done in one case (ID 1) with data sources that have already been used 
for the development of the taxonomy (see table 2). The evaluation runs with the IDs 3, 
6, 7, and 9 based on the participating persons' expertise. The remaining evaluation runs 
were performed with new data sources. 
Table 2. Overview of the evaluation of the taxonomy 
Who What How 










  x 
2 Automotive OEM Decision-maker Internal data sources x  x 
3 University 
Goettingen 
Researcher About real-world  x  
4 Software 
Development 
Data Scientist Covid, Natural Earth, 
Wiki 
 x x 
5 Photo and online 
print service 
Data Scientist Weather data source x  x 
6 Energy Utility Decision-maker About real-world  x  
7 Energy Sales Decision-maker About real-world  x  
8 University 
Oldenburg 
Researcher UTKFace, IMDB-WIKI x  x 
9 Energy Utility Data Scientist About real-world  x  
10 Financial 
Services 
Data Scientist Internal data sources x  x 
 
3. How, method of evaluation? The evaluation can be carried out with different 
methods, which are described in the paper by Szopinski et al. [20]. We have chosen the 
methods expert interview, focus group, and illustrative scenario (with real data 
sources). The expert interview was used when one person out of the target group was 
available for evaluation (see table 2 ID's 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9). The focus group was used if 
more than one person out of the target group was available (see table 2 IDs 2, 5, 8, and 
10). In both methods, we first introduced the taxonomy to the persons and then asked 
the following open questions recommended by [20]: (1) Is the taxonomy 
understandable and complete? (2) Have all relevant objects been considered in the 
taxonomy? (3) Which dimensions or characteristics should be changed, added or 
deleted? 
In the evaluation method illustrative scenario (see table 2 ID's 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10) the 
taxonomy was applied by the respective evaluation partners to data sources such as 
 
 
weather data (ID 5), Covid10, Natural Earth11, Wiki12 data (ID 4), UTKFace13, IMDB-
Wiki14 (ID 8) or to internal company data (ID 2 and 10). 
The feedback from the evaluation runs has led to adjustments to the taxonomy, so 
that it has been iteratively developed further (see table 1). The subjective and objective 
ending conditions from table 1 were used again to determine the end of the evaluation 
runs. After ten evaluation runs, all ending conditions were met, so that the final 
taxonomy was developed to assist in selecting data sources. 
3 The final taxonomy 
This section describes the final taxonomy (see Fig. 3). The taxonomy is intended to 
be used by data scientists and decision-makers who select data sources for the BDI 
process. We think that the selection of data sources depends strongly on the data 
product. The data source taxonomy should capture as objective criteria as possible to 
support an optimal decision for individual data products. 
 
Figure 3. Final data source taxonomy to support the data source selection 
D1: Accessibility The dimension accessibility was taken over from the taxonomy of 
[17] and at the same time addresses the IQ dimension 7 accessibility [21]. The 
dimension has the characteristics C1j = {Internal, external(open), external(closed)}. A 
distinction is made between internal and external data sources from the perspective of 









whether login data is required for access (external(closed)) or whether it is accessible 
without barriers (external(open)). 
D2: Licensing The dimension License was created during the three development 
iterations. It has the characteristics C2j = {Specification open-source license, provider 
own license, not available}. Under the characteristic specification open source license 
the existing open source license should be specified such as MIT or BSD-3-Clause. 
Commercial data source providers often conclude individual license agreements. Then 
the characteristic provider own license should be selected. If nothing is known about 
the license, select not available. 
D3: Use after license expiry The dimension use after license expiry was created by 
the evaluation with the practitioners. It has the characteristics C3j = {Data can be further 
used, data may no longer be used and must be deleted, not available}. The dimension 
is intended to describe the data sources in terms of how to deal with data after the license 
expires. 
D4: Price model The dimension price model is taken from the taxonomy of Zrenner 
et al. [17]. It has the characteristics C4j = {Quantity-controlled, time-controlled, one 
time costs, free of charge, data owner}. This dimension should describe the pricing 
model of the data source. In this dimension, multiple selections are possible, since, for 
example, a combination of a quantity-controlled and time-controlled pricing model is 
possible. The base account of OpenCorporates with 20000 requests per month is an 
example for such pricing models. If an internal data source is classified, the 
characteristic data owner should be selected. 
D5: Interface The Interface dimension was created during the development-
iterations and is intended to describe the user's access options to the data source. The 
characteristics C5j = {API, GUI, manual download, data medium} serve this purpose. 
Multiple selections are possible. When selecting the characteristics, it is best to specify 
which data formats such as XML, JSON, or CSV are offered. The characteristic data 
medium is selected if the data source is provided e.g., via a hard disk or USB stick. 
D6: Data structure The dimension data structure is described by the characteristics 
C6j = {Schema(structured), schemeless(semi-structured or unstructured)} whether the 
data source is structured, semi-structured or unstructured. The dimension was created 
during the development process.  
D7: Reported point in time or period The dimension reported point in time or 
period was created during the evaluation. The characteristics C7j = {Period of time, 
point in time, not available} are intended to describe the point in time or period covered 
by the data in the data source. For example, patent data from the USPTO exists since 
1976, whereas an overview of AI start-ups only exists for the point in time July 2019. 
D8: Update frequency The dimension update frequency describes the update of the 
current data source with the characteristics C8j = {Real-time, regular interval, not 
available}. The data source can be updated continuously in real-time or at a certain 
frequency, which should be specified if possible. If nothing is known about updating 
the data source, not available is selected. This dimension was created during the 
development process and address IQ Dimension 9 (timeliness) of Wang et al. [21]. 
D9: Language The Language dimension describes the language used in the data 
source. The dimension was created during the development process and was extended 
 
 
during the evaluation. The dimension has the characteristics C9j = {Source language(s), 
translated into language(s), not available}. The languages that appear in the data 
source should be specified, such as German or English. During the evaluation, a data 
source was classified, which was translated into a common language by the data 
provider, for which the characteristic translated into language(s) was included. If the 
data source does not contain a language, but consists, for example, only of numerical 
values, not available is selected. This characteristic also arose during the evaluation of 
a practice partner who classified a sensor data source.  
D10: Scope of the data source This dimension should describe the scope of the data 
source for classification into this taxonomy. The characteristics C10j = {Complete, self-
selected extract of data, provided extract of the data} should be used for this purpose. 
If the data source is not complete, it is necessary to specify the user's criteria to make a 
selection or by the data provider. The dimension has been defined during the 
development-iterations. For example, Crunchbase provides an extract of the data from 
2013. 
D11: Preprocessing of the data With the dimension preprocessing of the data, it is 
to be described whether the data source has already been preprocessed and on this basis 
the classification with the taxonomy is carried out. The characteristics C11j = {Schema 
created or metadata generated (structured), structured metadata from the data 
provider, keep original data format} are to be used for this. For example, JSON files 
will be preprocessed and converted to a structured format to get a first overview of the 
data source. Data providers of unstructured data, such as news data, often provide 
structured metadata for them. If a structured data structure already exists, the data 
structure is often not changed. This dimension was created during the evaluation 
process with the practice partners. 
D12: Current data status The dimension current data status has one characteristic 
C12j = {Specification of the data status (date or version)} with which the current content 
status of the data source is to be indicated. The dimension was created during the 
development process. 
D13: Real-world entity This dimension is used to describe which real-world entities 
are represented in the data source. In the taxonomy in Fig. 3, the last cell ([...]) indicates 
that the characteristics should and may be supplemented by further entities. From the 
development and evaluation process the characteristics C13j = {Company, person, 
product, patent, geographical location} have emerged. This dimension is crucial for 
the BDI process since it is possible to identify whether and via which entity the data 
sources could potentially be connected. The goal of the process step record linkage is 
to identify records that belong to the same real-world entity [5]. 
D13a: Number of records; D13b: Data volume; 13c Number of describing 
attributes The dimensions 13a, 13b, and 13c should be filled in for each real-world 
entity, if possible. The specification of how many unique data records, how large the 
data volume, and how many describing attributes exist for each real-world entity should 
help evaluate the value and veracity of the data source. The objective, quantifiable 
criteria allow the assessment of whether the data source is potentially useful or not for 
the data product. Also, the number of descriptive attributes serves as a first indication 
for the execution of the BDI process steps schema matching and record linkage. Since 
 
 
it can be estimated how many attributes a comparison of the data records can be carried 
out. The unique number of data records and attributes correlated with the data volume 
can be used to estimate how complete the data source is. 
Furthermore, whether the data source offers an appropriate scope (IQ dimension 19) 
and thus also relevance (IQ dimension 2) for the respective data product [21]. Other 
taxonomies like the one from Zrenner et al. [17] or Roeder et al. [19] use characteristics 
like high, medium, low, which are very subjective. This subjective criteria are difficult 
to use to compare different data sources. Our chosen objective numerical criteria can 
be used to compare different data sources. 
D14: Total data volume This dimension should cover the entire data volume of the 
data source. If this is not available, the characteristic not available is used. This 
objective criterion also serves to evaluate the appropriate scope of the data source in 
comparison to other data sources. 
D15: Number of tables or files This dimension should describe the number of 
existing tables or files of the data source. This objective criterion is intended to provide 
a first assessment of whether the scope is appropriate (IQ dimension 19) and the 
information can be relevant (IQ dimension 2) [21]. 
D16: Added information value This dimension was created during the 
development process and has been further extended during the evaluation process. With 
this dimension and its characteristics, the practitioners and researchers had the greatest 
difficulties understanding and applying it during the evaluation. This dimension should 
serve to objectively capture the big data characteristics value and the IQ-Dimension 2 
value-added for the data source. The final taxonomy (see Fig. 3) shows some 
characteristics. Multiple selections are possible and the characteristics should be 
expandable if further data sources with new added information values are captured. 
On the one hand, the characteristics must not be recorded in too much detail, as the 
effort to apply the taxonomy could become too high. On the other hand, the 
characteristics must not be recorded too roughly, so that the added value of the data 
source is adequately captured. An important requirement for the operationalization of 
the taxonomy is that the characteristics of this dimension are maintained and extended 
centrally so that the instances of the characteristics remain disjunctive. 
4 Application of the taxonomy in the data source selection 
We applied the final taxonomy to the Crunchbase6, USPTO Patent Grants3 and AI 
Startups15 data sources to demonstrate the applicability and utility (Fig. 4). In the 
taxonomy meta-characteristic, it has been defined that the taxonomy users are data 
scientists and decision-makers. The users should be supported in the process steps 
business understanding and data understanding when designing a data product. Since 
the crucial data source selection for the data product development takes place in these 
phases. To demonstrate the utility of the taxonomy, section 5.1 describes the data 







Figure 4. Application of the taxonomy on the data sources Crunchbase, USPTO and AI 
Startups 
4.1 Data integration perspective 
From the data integration point of view the following questions could be answered for 
example: 
• Q1: Which real-world entity(ies) can be used to link the data sources? 
• Q2: How many attributes are available for comparison? 
• Q3: How is the data source structured? 
• Q4: What is the data volume of the entities? 
• Q5: How can the data source be accessed? 
(Q1) The dimension D13 provides the information that the three data sources could be 
integrated via the entity company or geographical location. Integration via the patent 
entity of the USPTO Patent Grants data source is not possible because no other data 
source contains this entity.  
(Q2) The dimension 13a contains the number of attributes for each real-world entity. 
This information is used for a first estimation of how successful and sophisticated the 
integration could be since the attributes that can be compared are identified in the BDI 
process step schema matching [5]. All Crunchbase entities are stored in a common table 
consisting of 40 attributes. The USPTO Patent Grants contains ten attributes for the 
entity company. The AI Startups contains four attributes for the entity company. For 
the integration of the AI startups with one of the other data sources, the four attributes 
must be mapped to the 10 or 40 attributes (schema matching). We assume that more 
attributes improve the quality of the BDI process result, but also increase complexity.  
 
 
(Q3) The structure of the data source can be read from D6. The BDI process's effort 
increases if semi-structured or unstructured data sources are available because the BDI 
process requires structured data. 
(Q4) If there is only a part of the data source available (D10) and data integration is to 
be carried out with this part, dimension 11 is relevant. Dimension 11 documents 
whether the original data structure has been retained or preprocessed. For example, the 
original XML structure (D6) of the USPTO Patent Grants was converted into a 
structured form (D11) with nine tables (D15). The number of data records (D13a) and 
the data volume (D13b) can be used to estimate the computing capacity required for 
data integration. If the data sources Crunchbase and AI Startups are to be integrated via 
the entity company, 33.017.418 (279 x 118.342) data records would have to be 
compared. At this point, the data scientist can get a first assessment of a suitable 
blocking algorithm to reduce the number of comparisons in the record linkage process. 
(Q5) The dimension D5 provides the information on how to access the data source. The 
data source AI Startups only offers a manual download of the AI Startup Report in the 
data formats Image, PDF, and PowerPoint. This dimension is essential for determining 
the degree of automation of the subsequent operationalization of the data product. 
4.2 Decision-maker perspective 
We think that the choice of decision-makers data sources depends on the goal of the 
data product. Therefore, the taxonomy provides objective and comparable criteria that 
can be individually evaluated and prioritized for each data product. 
The taxonomy allows the decision-maker to answer the following questions: 
• Q1: Do the data sources contain useful information, added value, and 
appropriate scope for the data product? 
• Q2: Are the data sources sufficiently reliable? 
• Q3: Is the data current enough and goes back far enough into the past? 
• Q4: What is the licensing model of the data sources? 
• Q5: How expensive is the data source? 
(Q1) The added value of the information provided by the data source can be taken from 
the dimension D16. If, for example, AI startups are required for a data product, the AI 
startup's data source is suitable. Patent information for the data product should also be 
used. The dimension D16 indicates the decision-maker that the AI startups data source 
does not provide this information and that the USPTO Patent Grants data source should 
be used. However, this data source only provides patent grants from America. These 
value-added information categories can thus be used to select an initial selection of data 
sources that are suitable for the data product. Via the dimension D10, the decision-
maker can see the basis on which the descriptions of D11 - D16 have been collected. 
With the dimensions D13, D13a, D13b, D13c, decision-makers can also estimate 
whether the data sources contain a sufficient scope for the data product. If, for example, 
german AI companies are to be analyzed and the decision-maker knows that about 1000 
of such companies, the decision-maker recognizes that the AI Startups data source does 
not include all german AI companies.  
 
 
(Q2) The trustworthiness of a data source is a difficult criterion to measure and we 
think that this can only be reliably estimated by working with the data and 
independently checking the data. The IQ dimensions believability (1), completeness 
(10), accuracy (4), and interpretability (5) [21] are covered by the big data characteristic 
veracity. We think that by specifying the data provider name, the license model (D2), 
the pricing model (D4), and the dimensions D13a, b, and c, the first estimation of the 
veracity of the data source can be supported. 
(Q3) The up-to-dateness of the data source information can be read from D7 and D8. 
In D7, it is indicated whether the data source only represents a point in time, like the 
AI Startup data source, or whether it represents a period, like the USPTO Patent Grants 
from 1976 until today. In D8, it is indicated whether and how the data source is updated. 
For example, the USPTO Patent Grants data source is updated weekly. The update 
frequency of the data source is essential for the operationalization of the data product. 
Since a decision that has to be made daily, often requires a data source with information 
that is updated daily. Therefore, the update frequency is a knock-out criterion for the 
feasibility of a data product.  
(Q4) With the dimension licensing (D2) and use after license expiry (D3), the decision-
maker gets the information about the license model of the data source. It is equally 
important to consider the use of the data after the license expires. The reason for this is 
that any data products developed with this data may no longer be used after the license 
expires. 
(Q5) With the dimension pricing model (D4), the decision-maker can estimate the cost 
of the data source and put it into a cost-benefit relation when evaluating his data 
product. 
5 Conclusion and further research 
The data source selection is a crucial step to develop a useful data product. Therefore, 
we have extended the BDI process to include the data source selection process step. We 
have shown that research exists in data source selection, taxonomy development for 
data sources, and the BDI process. However, these research areas have so far been 
considered mainly in isolation. With this paper, we try to link the research areas and 
defined the following research question: How can data source selection be supported 
in the big data integration process? To answer this research question, we developed a 
data source taxonomy according to the methodical approach of Nickerson et al. [8]. The 
taxonomy was evaluated according to the evaluation framework of Szopinski et al. [20] 
with data scientists and decision-makers from two universities and six companies from 
different sectors. For the development and evaluation of the taxonomy, real data sources 
such as OpenCorporates, Crunchbase 2013 Snapshot, Upcitemdb, or GLEIF were used.  
The final taxonomy consists of sixteen dimensions and describes a data source in terms 
of content and technical criteria to support data scientists and decision-makers in 
selecting data sources in the BDI process. For example, the taxonomy provides an 
overview of the added information value of a data source in the form of categories. It 
 
 
also provides the real-world entities it contains, which can be used to integrate other 
data sources.  
The data source taxonomy developed by us for selection support directly influences 
theory and practice. Our evaluation shows that companies see taxonomy as support. 
Also, decision-makers can use the taxonomy to compare data providers and support a 
purchase decision based on the completed taxonomies. The taxonomy could be filled 
out by the data providers to reduce the decision-makers effort. The decision-maker can 
obtain an overview of the data sources that could potentially be purchased. Our research 
shows that the big data integration process, defined by [2], should be extended to 
include the process step data source selection. Our research shows that a taxonomy is 
suitable to structure and organize the many important aspects of data sources. At the 
same time, there are some limitations to our work. With the developed taxonomy, we 
have taken the first step into researching a data source taxonomy. There are many more 
data source relevant aspects that we have not considered, like security, privacy, 
compliance, GDPR, data anonymization, or company-specific organizational 
challenges. All these limitations offer the potential for future research and further 
development of the data source taxonomy. Also, the taxonomy should be evaluated and 
further developed in other companies and with other data sources. Especially dimension 
16 (added information value) should be researched in more detail. 
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